Sonnet I

I HAVE A DREAM
Poets are often
misunderstood.
What does it mean
to be a visionary
poet? Try it and see.

Key stage 4/5

The black poet would love to say his century began
With Hughes or, God forbid, Wheatley, but actually
It began with all the poetry weirdos & worriers, warriors,
Poetry whiners & winos falling from ship bows, sunset
Bridges & windows. In a second I’ll tell you how little
Writing rescues. My hunch is that Sylvia Plath was not
Especially fun company. A drama queen, thin-skinned,
And skittery, she thought her poems were ordinary.
What do you call a visionary who does not recognize
Her vision? Orpheus was alone when he invented writing.
His manic drawing became a kind of writing when he sent
His beloved a sketch of an eye with an X struck through it.
He meant I am blind without you. She thought he meant
I never want to see you again. It is possible he meant that, too.
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Watch Terrance Hayes perform his poem here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAzLuPWyKuA
•

This is the first in a sequence of sonnets written in the first 200 days of Trump’s presidency. Count the types of “seeing” and
visions in this poem e.g. the American dream, a vision of what it means to be a Black American poet, poets as visionaries, blindness.

•

In the opening line Hayes sets out a vision of Black American literary history (or canon). Phillis Wheatley (1753 - 1784) was the first
African-American woman published as a poet during the American era of slavery, and Langston Hughes was a leading black poet in
the 1920s Jazz age. Look up their peoms online. How does Hayes see these poets and their relationship to his own poetry?

•

Look up the Greek myth of Orpheus: a poet and musician who looked back over his shoulder at his beloved wife when leading her out of Hell. The Gods
punished him by separating them forever. Some say he also invented writing. What is dangerous about looking back at the past?

•

How might visions relate to wider Black American history – Martin Luther King the civil rights leader famously said: “I have a dream”. Or Langston Hughes’
poems about the American dream?

•

“I’ll tell you how little / Writing rescues”. Do you agree? Can you think of any examples of when words have rescued someone or changed their way of
seeing?

•

The last lines of this poem remind us how we all see things differently. This poem ends with a metaphor about the difficulty of communicating. Does it
depend on the reader (their race, gender, age?) how something is read?

•

Normally sonnets are love poems. Where is the love here? Who is the assassin? You, as the reader? Or someone else?

•

Traditional Petrarchan sonnets are grouped into 8 lines (octave) and 6 lines (sestet). A line called the volta signals the change of direction in the poem. Can
we see that here? Perhaps in Line 9: “What do you call a visionary who does not recognize / Her vision?” where the poem pivots on vision or the lack of it.

•

Are there any other language techniques here? Alliteration, rhyme, metaphor, repetition, rhetorical questions? What effect do they have?

•

Write a sonnet about your own vision for the future, tackling an issue that matters to you, such as prejudice or climate change.

The Poetry Book Society was founded by T. S. Eliot to promote the joy of poetry. They offer a range of school memberships,
including poetry books and teaching resources to help you deliver the perfect poetry lesson at www.poetrybooks.co.uk.
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